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BY GABRIELLE SAULSBERY
@GSAULSBERY

Cesar Cardenas started washing dishes at
Rumson’s Salt Creek Grille at age 18 in 2001,
months after arriving to New Jersey from Ecuador.
This year, 20 years later, Cardenas became executive chef.
“Over the years, I was learning, learning, learning. I wanted to be the leader in this
kitchen. I wanted to be the executive chef,
and my dream came true,” he said.
Cardenas came to the U.S., as many others have, seeking opportunity. “The economy in my country wasn’t that good. Even if
you go to college and do everything right,
you don’t find a job there. I knew when you
come to the U.S., there’s a lot of opportunities over here, so I thought, ‘I better go there,’”
Cardenas said. “I started in restaurants because I knew there was a future. Always, you
watch TV, it’s [shows about] the ‘best chefs’...I
thought, ‘that’s’ the right profession there.’”
He started cooking with his mother at
age 13 at home in Azogues, Ecuador. Despite
the lack of economic opportunity, it was a
beautiful place to grow up, he said. “In the
morning it’s like wintertime; in the afternoon, it’s like summertime; and nighttime,
it’s like fall. It’s beautiful, the food is amazing,
and it’s really safe in my town.”
Dishwashing wasn’t his goal when he
started at Salt Creek Grille. It was a point of
entry, something to put him in the right place
around the right people where he might get a
chance to show what he knew how to do and
to learn more. He asked the executive chef
at the time to give him chances to learn and
to prove himself, and he moved around and
up with time. Six years in, Cardenas became

“head grill guy,” he said, where he stayed for
six or seven years.
The position carries a lot of weight at
Salt Creek Grille. The kitchen uses real Mesquite wood logs as fuel, and wood is temperamental, so the person in the head grill
role must compensate for the uneven heat
to maintain consistency in grilled dishes.
Still, he strived for more.
“I wanted to do sous chef. You can be in
charge of specials and all that stuff. The chef
was kind of scared, because I wanted to learn
more, he thought I wanted to take his job. I
said ‘don’t be scared, I just want to learn.’
“When he got fired, the sous chef took
his job, and then I took his. and I said to
him, ‘when you win the lottery, I’ll take your
spot,’” Cardenas said.
That chef moved to a different state, elevating Cardenas to be executive chef: only
the third executive chef, in fact, in the 23
years that Salt Creek Grille has been open.
“The first [reason for lack of turnover] is
the owner. He treats everybody really good.
And then we’re always busy,” Cardenas said.
“Another thing, all the employees we have,
they’re with us for a long time. We have some
of the guys who started day one — they started as dishwasher, now they’re my line cooks.
They know what to do, and that makes the
job easy for every single person.”
Headaches are few at Salt Creek Grille,
Cardenas explained. His 15 employees show
up on time. Plenty of customers come in
weekly, so the kitchen knows who to expect
when.
“We have customers who come in Monday, Tuesday. We have a couple, they always
come in Sunday 5 o’clock, and they always
get the same thing,” Cardenas said. “Sometimes I go to the tables to say hi, but not to

Executive Chef Cesar Cardenas - SALT CREEK GRILLE

everyone. We’re missing three guys right
now, so I have to be on the line with them.
We gotta do the job.”
He said he knows his crew has his back,
and that he couldn’t do his job without them.
Co-owner Steve Bidgood offered high
praise for Cardenas. “Chef Cesar has shown
himself to be a tireless, competent leader with
a strong loyalty to Salt Creek under the tremendous strain that the pandemic has dealt
to the restaurant business,” Bidgood said. “He
has worked hard and continues to strive for
excellence at everything he does, from developing new menus, to securing the best product for the best price, to leading our teams. He
deserves the success and rewards he is experiencing. We couldn’t be prouder of Chef Cesar
and his accomplishments and we welcome
him on board our executive team.”
Email: gsaulsbery@njbiz.com
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An artist’s rendering of the Meadowlands Sports Complex with
a proposed convention facility at the center. - MEADOWLANDS
CHAMBER/MEADOWLANDS 2040 FOUNDATION

MEETING NEEDS
Officials in the Meadowlands region are trying
to bring a major convention center to the area
BY DANIEL J. MUNOZ
@DANIELMUNOZ100

F

or years, the 20,000-seat Meadowlands Arena has been used for as
studio space for television, movie
and other media productions. When it
closed in 2015, the Meadowlands region
lost a major event space, pushing concerts
and sports teams out of the area.
At the same time, the Meadowlands
sports complex continued to grow around the
largely empty arena, with the construction of
MetLife Stadium for the New York Jets and Giants – and perhaps the soccer World Cup final
in 2026 – the opening of the American Dream
mega-mall and the establishment of the
Meadowlands Racetrack as a sports-betting
hub for New York City just seven miles away.
Efforts to bring a casino in the Meadowlands never came to fruition, after voters
rejected those plans in a 2016 referendum.
Now, local officials have drawn up
plans to tear down the retired venue and
replace it with a new 460,000 square-foot
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space that would host conventions, trade
shows and conferences, as well as children’s and amateur sporting events and
graduations, among other events. The
New Jersey Sports and Exposition Authority, which owns and leases out the vacant
arena, could not be reached for comment.
Jim Kirkos, head of the Meadowlands
Regional Chamber of
Commerce, thinks such
a venue could compete
with the 3.3 millionsquare-foot Jacob Javits
Center in Manhattan.
Kirkos
“We have all the benefits
of Manhattan without the cost,” he said.
The proposal was unveiled by the
Meadowlands 2040 Foundation, an economic development affiliate of the Meadowlands Chamber, and was prepared by
Hunden Strategic Partners.
It calls for a convention center with
300,000 square feet of exhibit space, including a 100,000 square-foot ballroom and
a 40,000 square foot arena that could seat

between 2,000 and 5,000 spectators. There
would be an additional 60,000 square foot
ballroom, and 100,000 square feet of meeting spaces, which could be broken down
into as many as 75 meeting rooms.
Conference attendees would rely on a
1,000-room hotel, within walking distance
of the center, which itself includes both
ballroom and breakout space. In total, the
plan envisions 4,500 hotel rooms in the immediate Meadowlands area, of which ideally more than half would be within walking distance.
“For attendees, especially those driving, costs are much lower for hotels and
parking, saving hundreds per day,” the
study found, which suggests that there
could be as many as 300,000 yearly hotel
stays at these establishments.
The Meadowlands area has acres of
developable land and easy access to Manhattan, which also offers a high concentration of events such as trade shows, conventions, expos and conferences.
Details such as the price tag and the
opening date are still unknown given that the
proposal is an effort to catch the attention of
the decision-makers, Kirkos said. Convention
centers across the nation typically cost hundreds of millions of dollars to build.
Right now, the region lacks a large convention center. The Meadowlands Exposition Center in nearby Secaucus, comes in
at roughly 61,000 square feet. Kirkos said
that compared to major markets such as

Boston, Los Angeles, Chicago, Houston,
Phoenix and Detroit, “we are almost 2 million square feet short” of what New Jersey’s
side of the New York metro area needs for
convention space.
The market serves as many as 21 million people living within a 90-minute drive
of the Meadowlands region, the study
found, with three major international airports, including Newark Liberty International Airport just to the south. Like other
major attractions in the Meadowlands,
the new center would also be served by NJ
Transit, which has a line connecting a train
station at the sports complex to the much
larger Secaucus Junction.
But the route has been consistently
overburdened by events like the Super
Bowl in 2014 and Wrestlemania five years
later. In both cases thousands of fans were
left stranded for hours due to limited transit capacity. NJ Transit is spending $3.5 million for a study on how to build a highercapacity train route to handle the stadium
and American Dream Mall.
Kirkos said that doesn’t mean NJ Transit
is incapable of handling the load. Instead, the
improvements would only serve to create a
better rider experience. In the case of events
like the Super Bowl and Wrestlemania, Kirkos
said that organizers “tried to squeeze too
much in too short a period of time.”
“The train line is perfectly capable of
handling the big events,” he said.
Email: dmunoz@njbiz.com
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Allied Fire & Safety, Local 696 Partner to Construct LG North
American Headquarters
When LG looked to open their American HQ in Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey,
yy, they required seasoned and experienced contractors to collaborate
across fields to accomplish the task.
In charge of the fire sprinkler design
and installation was Allied Fire &
Safety,
yy, a New Jersey-based contractor
that works in partnership with Sprinkler Fitters Local 696. Allied Fire &
Safety and Sprinkler Fitters Local 696
worked together to finish this technical and complex project.
Allied Fire & Safety and Sprinkler
Fitters Local 696: Partners in
Progress
Seeing this project through to the end
would require a lot of coordination
on Allied Fire & Safety’s part, which
is why the contractor worked closely
with Local 696 throughout.
One of the core values of Local 696’s
labor force is ensuring that the
project was kept on schedule and the
quality far exceeded the customer’s
high need for craftsmanship.
The Local 696 Sprinkler Fitter leadership played an integral part in assisting
with making this project possible. Local 696 is an affiliate of the Bergen County
Building Trades Council. The Council worked with LG’s ownership to establish
a Project Labor Agreement, which helped move the project along and provided
a high level of coordination among all those involved.

Getting the Right Tools for the Job
The sheer scope of this project demanded a lot of
logistical planning across various contractors, but
it also required a sizable fleet to move products
and ensure that materials were installed safely and
expediently,
yy, which is why Allied Fire & Safety put
its impressive array of equipment to use to make
the job easier.
Finishing the Job
After two years the facility was completed and
fully protected thanks to Allied Fire & Safety and
Sprinkler Fitters Local 696. The project involved
over 12,300 man hours and saw the installation of
over 4,000 sprinkler heads.
The facility involved an impressive array of cutting-edge fire sprinkler systems, from the familiar
wet and dry systems, to the less common preaction and deluge systems, and even above and
below floor clean agent systems as well as nitrogen
generating systems.
Allied Fire & Safety would like to thank all those
involved for their progressive and proactive planning that made this project a success!

While Allied Fire & Safety and Local 696 worked closely together, coordination between the dozens of other contractors working on the project had the
potential to be a challenge. Luckily, Allied Fire & Safety and other contractors
used Building Information Modeling (BIM) Coordination and pull planning to
stay ahead of any problems. These two methods allowed Allied Fire & Safety to
collaborate seamlessly with other project stakeholders to maximize efficiency,
minimize time and overhead, and keep the project on track.

local696.org

alliedfiresafety.com

saveandprotect.org

TURNING OUT
Conference season arrives in Atlantic City despite the continuing pandemic
BY DANIEL J. MUNOZ
@DANIELMUNOZ100

T

raditionally, when the autumnal
chill sends beachgoers and boardwalk strollers home Atlantic City
becomes a destination for conferences,
conventions, trade shows and other largescale events. The conference season in the
resort town is an economic boon, ensuring
a steady stream of visitors year-round.
Over the course of a typical weekend,
tens of thousands of guests descend upon
Atlantic City, with its nine casino hotels and
varied restaurant, retail and hospitality offerings. That’s a problem this year: although
the delta variant outbreaks of the late summer and early fall have begun to trail off,
public health officials are nonetheless warning of COVID-19 spikes from holiday gatherings, and a “twindemic” of the flu season.
Officials at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention caution people to avoid
crowded indoor spaces, and to wear masks indoors, especially in areas with high COVID-19
transmission rates. Most important, anyone
who can get the vaccine and booster should
absolutely get it, according to the CDC.
Many of those recommendations
could pose a problem for a city and industry that depend on indoor meetings during the fall and winter. Limits on in-person
gatherings last winter and spring limited
profitable events at casinos and other venues, hurting Atlantic City’s economy and
driving up unemployment rate to among
the highest rates in the state.
Public health experts questioned by
NJBIZ agreed that in-person events could
be risky, but that vaccine or negative test
requirements and mask mandates could
help to mitigate those risks.
“While these measures certainly help
minimize risk, attending large gatherings
cannot be considered risk-free, and this risk
increases with the number of attendees and
the amount of ventilation within the space,”
said Corey Hannah Basch, a public health
professor at William Paterson University.
Stephanie Silvera, an epidemiology
professor at Montclair State University,
expressed a similar concern, while adding
that some events, like meals, outside could
reduce the risk of transmission. “The problem is that while you can wear a mask on
a conference floor or in meetings, these
events often include cocktail hours or sessions with food where wearing a mask is
impossible and this can create an environment where the virus can spread easily,”
she wrote in an email. “Of course, the risk
will still not be zero and in that case each
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With the onset of conference season, local
officials and venue operators are looking
forward to the return of crowds to Atlantic
City. Above, the Police Security Expo at the
convention center in August. - MEET AC

individual will need to assess their personal
risks and the risk of those they are likely to
come in contact with,” Silvera continued.
And Michael Cerra, head of the New
Jersey League of Municipalities, which has
its annual conference at the Atlantic City
Convention Center in
November with an expected turnout of 22,000
attendees, said many
people are willing to take
that risk. “The market is
telling us they want to
Cerra
go out in public,” he said.
The event was held remotely last November.
Other event organizers and venues that
NJBIZ contacted have indicated that so far,
the conference season is going at full steam.
A spokesperson for MGM Resorts,
which owns Borgata Hotel Casino and Spa,
the largest casino in Atlantic City, said the
property is still receiving business inquiries
for the upcoming conference season, and
that events have not been cancelled.
Larry Sieg, president of Meet AC, which
operates the Atlantic City
Convention Center and
10,500-seat Jim Whelan
Boardwalk Hall, a concert venue, told NJBIZ
that since the convention
center fully reopened this
Sieg
summer, it has hosted
68,000 attendees across several events.

The scene at the Northeast Regional Carwash Convention.- MEET AC

Still, events elsewhere have been postponed and others cancelled. For example,
the rock band Joan Jett and the Blackhearts
was scheduled to appear Oct. 29 at the Hard
Rock Hotel and Casino Atlantic City, but
the show was pushed back to April 2022.
Meanwhile, the Arett Sales Open
House, scheduled for the first week of September at the 500,000-square-foot convention center with an expected 1,500 attendees, was cancelled.
Gov. Phil Murphy has not publicly
indicated that the state would restrict inperson gatherings, or place limits on crowd
sizes at venues, restaurants, retail and casinos. “As long as we continue to operate
without any capacity restrictions, we will
continue to conduct safe, in-person business,” Sieg said.
The convention center and Whelan
Hall are owned by the Casino Reinvestment
Development Authority, a state agency,
meaning that at a minimum, face coverings
are required inside both properties.

“We continue to provide a world-class,
safe experience with our enhanced safety
protocols and additional health and safety
measures to better accommodate convention groups,” the Casino Association of New
Jersey said in a statement.
Jane Bokunewicz, casino industry
analyst, said that local
COVID-19 outbreaks or
vaccine-resistant strains
could threaten the success of Atlantic City’s
conference
season.
Conference attendance
Bokunewicz
is down, while other
economic factors such as global travel restrictions, a lower volume of air travel and
shrinking corporate travel budgets could
also pose problems, she added.
Along with the League of Municipalities
convention, several other major events are
still on. The New Jersey Education Association’s 2021 Exhibition is scheduled for Nov. 4
and 5 with an expected 10,000 attendees. The

www.njbiz.com
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Join us as we proudly present

THE 2021 TOP 25
LEADING WOMEN VIRTUAL
RECOGNITION EVENT
OCTOBER 28th at 6pm
Attendees network at the TEAMS Conference and Expo 2021, held in September. - MEET AC

cheerleading competition Spirit Cheer
2022 is slated to take place early January with a projected turnout of 25,000,
while the Atlantic City Classic Car Show
and Auction 2022 in February is expected
to draw 30,000 attendees.
All those events require masking,
given that they’ll take place in the stateowned building, Sieg said. But as for the
negative COVID-19 test no more than 48
to 72 hours prior to the event, or proof of
a COVID-19 vaccine, “that is completely
up to the client or show organizer.”
“People are eager to meet in-person
again and we are taking every precaution
to continue a clean, safe and healthy environment,” he said.
The NJEA and the League are both requiring proof of a COVID-19 vaccine for attendees, as did the sports industry TEAMS
Conference and Expo 2021, held in late
September. The East Coast Gaming Congress, a trade show for the casino industry
and held at Harah’s Atlantic City, is also requiring proof of vaccine for admission.
Many events have a hybrid of in-person and virtual events, such as the NJEA’s
conference.
Bokunewicz, coordinator of the
Lloyd D. Levenson Institute of Gaming,
Hospitality and Tourism at Stockton University, said the remote offerings add “resiliency” and a buffer for the events if the
pandemic worsens and those gatherings
need to be cancelled.
Trish McCormick, manager of the
Pool and Spa Show being hosted by the
Northeast Spa and Pool Association in
January, said she and other event organizers plan to look at how earlier events
pan out to get an idea of what to put in
their playbook.
“I have the luxury of saying I don’t
know yet,” said McCormick, whose
event is expected to attract 11,000
guests. “The shows in November, they
don’t have that luxury.”

www.njbiz.com

Since the Hard Rock opened in the
summer 2018 the luxury resort has hosted a multitude of big-name musical acts.
Mike Woodside, the vice president of entertainment of Hard Rock AC, maintained
that many musical performers continue to
put on shows. While some have cancelled,
they’ve nonetheless “been very eager to
reschedule for the near future,” while in
other cases “we picked up new business.”
The Hard Rock is typically one stop
across many states with a patchwork of
COVID-19 protocols, Woodside said. “It
might be different in Tennessee than it is
in New Jersey,” he said in a phone interview. “It’s difficult to route those shows.”
As a result, shows like Pitbull at the
7,000-seat Etess Arena have been pushed
back to Oct. 29, rather than their original
June 25 concert dates.
Meanwhile, a member of the band
OAR’s camp tested positive for COVID-19, and so the show was rescheduled from Aug. 28 to Sept. 17. Hard
Rock executives said it was a resounding success at their 7,000-seat Sound
Waves Theater.
None of the public shows scheduled
at the Hard Rock AC imposed requirements for masking, proof of vaccination
or a negative COVID-19 test. But Woodside said some bands might institute a
combination of those protocols for their
staff. That’s important “especially when
you’re talking about folks that are working very closely with some of our entertainers. … We want to make sure we keep
the live entertainment healthy and moving forward.”
Cerra said he realizes that many organizers are looking at how this year’s
League conference goes from a public
health perspective. “A lot of us have been
talking to one another, we would share
information and what the best practices
are and what we’re doing,” he said.

INTRODUCING THE HONOREES
Emma Aer – Franklin Foods
Nicole Boulukos
oulukos and Carissa Jordan –
Benjamin Talks, Inc.
Paige Brattin – See Worthy Patches
Laura Crothers Osborn– Crothers Consulting, LLC
Kim Crotty – Human Resources Consultant
Ushta Davar Canteenwalla – FiND Genetics, LLC
Sari Freeman – Passages of Distinction, LLC
Jennifer Gillman – Gillman Strategic Group, LLC
Regina Hampton, MD, FACS – Cherry Blossom
Intimates, Inc.
Michelle Heide – Michelle Heide & Associates, a financial
advisory practice of Ameriprise
Marci Hopkins – Wake Up with Marci
Joanna Jin – Goldman Sachs
Jessica King – Botkeeper
Sandy Ko – Customer Management Practice
Shelly Koonce – Novartis
Laura Longman – Princeton Area Community Foundation
Lisa Marks-Canty – NEST Global Solutions, LLC
Mari Marques-Thomas – Wyndham Hotels & Resorts
Maryann Pagano – BlackHawk Data, LLC
Kimberly Salerno – WW International, Inc.
Avani Sarkar – Modi Toys
Jill Saxon – Bausch + Lomb
Caroline Sayan – Dress For Success Northern New Jersey
Tammeisha Smith – Dunbar Center, Inc.
Melissa Stosic – DotLab

SHOWCASE YOUR BUSINESS!
Send a live toast to the winners
Congratulate the Top 25 with an Ad

Special thanks to
our media partner
and sponsor.
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SPOTLIGHT Engineering
“We believe in smarter cleaner, safer communities.” — Kathleen Shanahan, Turtle & Hughes CEO

GREENER

PROJECTS
BY JEFFREY KANIGE
@JKANIGE

O

ver the summer, Linden-based
Turtle & Hughes issued a paper
on environmental, social and governance and sustainability issues, a timely
move given how the topics are among the
hottest in the corporate world right now.
The electrical and industrial distribution
company said a recent survey showed that
sustainability in its products, service and
operations was second only to service in
what was most important to customers.
The report sets out Turtle’s strategy both
inside and outside the company and with its
suppliers. NJBIZ recently spoke with CEO
Kathleen Shanahan about what the commitment means in practical terms. “ESG is a is
a global high priority, and I think Turtle has
been working in this space of sustainable solutions for our customers for a long time,” she
said. “We believe in smarter cleaner, safer
communities — our tagline is powering a
better tomorrow — our core values embrace
sustainability and individual performance.
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DEPOSIT PHOTOS

Turtle & Hughes CEO Kathleen Shanahan talks
about how the company approaches sustainability
Below is an abridged version of that
interview, edited for length and clarity. A
video of the full discussion is available at
njbiz.com/njbizconversations.
NJBIZ: The company did issue a report on
ESG and sustainability over the summer
and I really wanted to talk to you about that.
Kathleen Shanahan: We feel like we've been
involved as an electrical distributor with our
customers for quite a while — doing energy
storage, doing, EV charging, lighting energy
adaptations — where we do an ROI for every project. Customers can then take those
environmental carbon savings to their customers saying this is what they're doing.
We’re working with the New York New
Jersey port authority, which was the first
transportation agency to sign on to the Paris
climate accord, and say how do we help you
as a distributor with our power distribution
expertise, our energy expertise, our lighting
expertise to make sure your consumers, who
are the people that use transit and use the
airports and use all these facilities that are

also demanding these efficiencies ... How do
we help you provide that to your customers?
That's what turtle really prides itself on.
NJBIZ: Okay well that's you actually touched
on a number of things, I wanted to get into
in a little greater depth. But first what I'm
hearing from you is that this push for sustainability is coming from customers, it's
not something that you've dreamed up.
You were feeling that that demand before?
KS: In the past, yes, I think it was a priority
for customers. It's also a priority for our employees, I mean, I think everybody feels like
they want to leave the Earth a better place
for their future family members than they
found it. So like I said it's a core value for our
employees, but it's also been yes, a driver in
the marketplace for our customers.
NJBIZ: OK, now just a couple of things that
you mentioned that I did want to ask you
about — the first one is EV charging stations.
That's obviously an important part of New
Jersey's energy master plan and for other
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SPOTLIGHT ENGINEERING

NJBIZ Editor Jeﬀ Kanige interviewing Turtle & Hughes CEO Kathleen Shanahan.

states. I've heard from experts, though,
who suggest that the infrastructure just
isn't there and and wonder whether it can
ever be there. How does, how does Turtle
fit into that and what do you what kind of
work are you doing in that in that area?
KS: Well, we're proud of our partnership
with ChargePoint, the charger provider,
and I think it's important that the State
of New Jersey, the state of New York, the
New York-New Jersey port authority that
they set the standards, then the manufacturers make the products and the distributors help them implement the products.
... So I do think the change — we're going
from a gas, diesel transportation society
to an electric society — but we've got to
make sure that the grid is prepared, as
well as the facilities to charge the cars. I
think that it's part of an evolution.
I think it's happening faster than
people think it's happening, when you
look at the orders for all these electric cars
that are out there and coming, so I think
that tells you what consumers want. And
what we're trying to do with our partnership is provide the best possible EV — in
both accessibility and reliability — for
that transition to electric vehicles.
And we're using them ourselves, our
own vehicles that we use, we're testing
them to see if we can achieve the same
sort of deliverable expectations around
a schedule and all the things that are expected around our delivery to job sites, especially in the New York New Jersey area.
NJBIZ: That's interesting because, as you
say, I think that the demand is growing
and it's growing more quickly than a lot
of people realize. You also mentioned energy storage — again another big issue in
New Jersey, with the offshore wind project getting up, the wind port starting to
gain speed. What can you tell me about
Turtle's activities in that area?
KS: Well, we have a division in the company that is all about energy storage and
we've announced a partnership with Cadenza which is led by one of the world's
preeminent battery experts, CEO Christina Lampe-Onnerud. We're working with
her on her product. It’s a woman-owned
business, we were introduced by our one
of our women board members and we’re
working with them on how to bring battery storage solutions to the marketplace.
And of course battery storage is one of
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those opportunities that everybody's trying to figure out how much battery can
store, when's the best time to go off the
grid to the battery, then back to the grid.
It's all about usage of the grid and relieving the pressures on the electric grid at
the high points of use during the day.
So we are working with several companies. We worked with a company in Latin
America, to figure out this on-off the grid reliable energy transfer to maintain the workflow of business, whatever that might be.
NJBIZ: All right, and is the technology
there? Because I'm hearing what you're
saying that you're trying to do this, but
does the technology exist?
KS: The technology is there. With cadenza
it's all on the job site and the job needs …
the energy needs and the length of time
you need the energy. So it's all about all
of those components — the battery size
and the battery’s ability to store and the
battery’s ability to then restore energy as
it's drawn down. So I think that it's evolving. It's not perfect, yet it's getting better.
We are very intrigued and interested
and excited about this partnership. Cadenza has done a project, I think … where
they actually have a battery storage product on site that they're testing. So everyone's looking to see how much of a load
that these products can absorb right.
NJBIZ: Any other interesting products
projects? You mentioned the port authority, I think read that you did some work
the Hudson yards in New York, what was
involved there?
KS: We helped the Hudson yards design the
first micro grid that allows them to ensure
energy continuity for the members of the
community. That's what micro grids do, and
we help them both design and implement.
We’re working with some partners
such as Eaton on the first micro grid in
New York City. A lot of communities are
looking to establish micro grids, which
then allows them to avoid brownouts, to
secure energy reliability and if the grid
goes out, they still have that as a backup.
So that's what we did in Hudson yards
— very proud of that, a big project. And
again that's one of these innovative opportunities that we are very agile and
interested in supporting signature statements such as Hudson yards.
Email: jkanige@njbiz.com
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CONCRETE RESULTS
A Stevens Institute of Technology professor is working to
make bridges and other structures last longer at a lower cost
BY JEFFREY KANIGE
@JKANIGE

W

eina Meng, an assistant professor of
civil engineering at Stevens Institute of
Technology, is developing a new, lowcost ultra-high-performance
concrete for the New Jersey
Department of Transportation
that would be used to rehabilitate bridges. If the compound
can be produced at scale, it
would greatly reduce the mainMeng
tenance needs of some of New
Jersey most critical transportation structures.
“For now, the commercial product is very expensive, about $3,000 per cubic yard” for UHPC,
Meng said. “Just to compare, conventional concrete is about $100 per cubic yard.” So clearly, a
cheaper compound with the same properties as
UHPC would produce tremendous savings.
Meng and her team at Stevens have devel-
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oped two versions of the new compound. One
would be applied to pre-cast elements, such as
girders. The other would cover the bridge deck.
The cost reductions are possible because
the new compound uses inexpensive and locally
available materials, according to Meng. The Stevens team increases the proportion of lower-cost
ingredients in the mix, using cheaper sand and
manufacturing byproducts, for example.
In addition, the researchers developed a
process that produces a more tightly structured
compound. “We use a particle packing model to
optimize or maximize the particle packing density
given the materials we use,” Meng said.
The mix and the process have worked in the
laboratory, the next step is to try and scale up production to a commercially viable level. The Transportation Department will try out several plants
and choose the facilities that will eventually produce the new UHPC.
When production is underway, the agency
will apply the new compound to small bridges and
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monitor its performance. Meng said the
process should be completed in 2024.
While the Transportation Department is focused on bridges, Meng said
the new UHPC could have other uses
where concrete is a common material.
In fact, she said, UHPC is already used
in architecture around Europe.
“Because it is much easier to cast
and it has much better durability … the
UHPC could be working without repair
for one hundred years,” Meng said.
“Some prediction models on this is two
hundred years, but just being conservative, I think one hundred years is a
reasonable value.”
Meng has been working on other
projects as well. She is using a $500,000
grant from the National Science Foundation to find ways to improve cement.
And she’s basing her work on the properties of an unusual natural substance.
The grant, awarded under the Faculty Early Career Development program, is specifically aimed at making
calcium-silicate-hydrate – the ingredient that makes cement, well, cement
– even stronger. Meng’s research has
focused on improving the crack resistance of cement modeled on the characteristics of nacre, or mother-of-pearl.
Meng and other researchers at the
Hoboken school, are employing a me-

soscale assembly process to generate
CSH mesocrystals layers, inspired by
nacre, for cement-based composites.
Over the course of the five-year
CAREER project, titled "Consecutive
Assembly-and-Mineralization
Processed Calcium-Silicate-Hydrate Nacre
with High Specific Flexural Strength
and Fracture Toughness,” the Stevens
team will attempt to imitate the nacre
growth process then test the resilience
of the resulting compounds.
Meng is originally from China
and received graduate and undergraduate degrees in civil engineering
from Southwest Jiaotong University in
Chengdu. After receiving her PhD from
Missouri University of Science and
Technology, she joined the Stevens faculty in 2018.
Engineering has always been a part
of Meng’s life. “My father is a civil engineer,” she said. In fact, he also graduated from Southwest Jiotong University.
“I think is a very impactful skill.”
While she had other offers, she
chose Stevens because she felt welcome there. “When I talked to the
department chair and the dean, I felt
they would really support the young
faculty,” Meng explained. “Stevens is
like a family.”
Email: jkanige@njbiz.com
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PRICE PROTECTIONS
The contractors’ perspective on construction inflation regarding federal contracts
BY KAREN ASHTON

E

veryone is feeling supply and cost issues
amid the pandemic. From the shelves at
the grocery store not being stocked with
items that have always been
available to the cost at checkout, the impact on the consumer is unarguably at an alltime high.
However, it is not only the
average consumer at the groAshton
cery store that is affected, supply issues and cost increases have affected entire
industries. Specifically, the construction industry, and small businesses are affected the most.
For example, the Associated General Contractors
of America’s Chief Economist Ken Simonson has
stated that the construction industry is currently
experiencing an unprecedented mix of steeply
rising materials prices, snarled supply chains,
and staffing difficulties, combined with slumping
demand that is keeping many contractors from
passing on their added costs. This combination
threatens to push some firms out of business.
The following data provides some insight
into rising costs of materials, supply chain issues
and demand issues. Not only do these issues affect ongoing contracts that have already been executed, but they also affect those contracts that
have yet to be bid. Data obtained from producer
price indexes posted monthly by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics and repeated in the Associated
General Contractors of America’s Construction
Inflation Alert, dated March 29, 2021, shows that
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bid prices remained basically stable, rising 0.5%
from April 2020 to February 2021. However, the
cost of contractors’ purchases, has increased approximately 13% over the same period.
Raw materials can represent 50% or more
of the cost of a contract. This increase in cost of
materials can cost contractors almost their entire
profit. For example, diesel fuel increased 114%
between April 2020 and February 2021. The PPI
for lumber and plywood jumped 62%. The index
for copper and brass mill shapes climbed 37%
and the PPI for steel mill products rose 20% as
noted in the ACG 2021 alert.
However, since February 2021, numerous
materials have risen even more steeply in price
and contractors are incurring costs not captured
through deliveries that are delayed and shortages of labor (and associated higher labor costs)
are all driving up contractors’ costs.
Some examples of how to address this situation could be action by the federal government to end tariffs and quotas that are adding
to price increases and supply shortages.
Contractors might also raise their prices
to cover the added costs. However, this option
has not been feasible to date and profits continue to decline. Owners, including the federal
government, and bidders could consider priceadjustment clauses in contracts that would protect both from unanticipated swings in materials
prices. In accordance with Federal Acquisition
Regulation 16.201, fixed-price types of contracts
can provide for a firm price or, in appropriate
cases, an adjustable price. Fixed-price contracts
providing for an adjustable price may include

a ceiling price, a target price (including target
cost), or both.
Unless otherwise specified in the contract,
the ceiling price or target price is subject to adjustment only by operation of contract clauses
providing for equitable adjustment or other
revision of the contract price under stated circumstances. Such contract terms can enable the
contractor to build in a smaller contingency to its
bid, while providing the owner an opportunity to
share in any savings from downward price movements. With the uncertainty of supply costs and
material/labor prices, the economic adjustment
clause can provide the equitable adjustment that
both the owner and the contractor can manage a
project more effectively and efficiently.
As noted in the AGC Alert, owners should
recognize that significant adjustments are likely
appropriate regarding the price or delivery date
of projects that were awarded or commenced
early in the pandemic or before, when conditions at suppliers were far different. For new and
planned projects, owners should expect quite
different pricing and may want to consider building in more flexibility regarding design, timing,
or cost-sharing. During these times of cost uncertainty, contractors must monitor costs and
delivery schedules for materials and communicate information with owners, both before submitting bids and throughout the construction
process.
Karen Ashton, P.E. is federal services program Manager at Florham Park-based Matrix
New World Engineering.
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RANK | PREV.

NEW JERSEY’S TOP

NEW JERSEY'S TOP
Office Buildings
Office Buildings
Ranked by: rentable building area
Ranked by rentable building area

Lists

BUILDING | YEAR BUILT

For full list, visit www.njbiz.com/lists
By Bethany Wiegand

FOR FULL LIST, VISIT NJBIZ.COM/LISTS

LEASING AGENT
NA

LEASING COMPANY
WEBSITE
NA

1|1

Bldg. 1 | 1945

ADDRESS
600-700 Mountain Ave.
Murray Hill, 07974

RENTABLE BUILDING AREA (SQ. FT.)
1,900,000

2|3

Goldman Sachs | 2004

30 Hudson St.
Jersey City, 07302

NA

NA

1,750,000

3|2

Bell Works | 1959

101 Crawfords Corner Road
Holmdel, 07733

Tara Keating

The Garibaldi Group LLC
www.garibaldi.com

1,600,000

4|4

Verizon Communications | 1905

295 N. Maple Ave.
Basking Ridge, 07920

NA

NA

1,394,347

5|5

Newport Office Center VII | 2003

480 Washington Blvd.
Jersey City, 07310

Gregory Barkan

CBRE
www.cbre.com

1,345,903

6|6

101 Hudson Street | 1992

101 Hudson St.
Jersey City, 07302

David Hollander

CBRE
www.cbre.com

1,246,283

7|7

165 Halsey Street | 1920

165 Halsey St.
Newark, 07102

Joseph Simone

Tishman Real Estate Services
www.tishman.com

1,200,000

8|8

Newport Office Tower | 1992

525 Washington Blvd.
Jersey City, 07310

Mina Shehata

Cushman & Wakefield
www.cushmanwakefield.com

1,099,768

9 | 10

Harborside 5 | 2002

185 Hudson St.
Jersey City, 07302

Mark Ravesloot

CBRE
www.cbre.com

1,000,000

10 | 9

UNICOM Science and Technology Park I | 1991

3 Merck Drive
Whitehouse Station, 08889

Eugene Hong

UNICOM Global
www.unicomglobal.com

992,467

11 | 11

80 Park Plaza | 1979

80 Park Plaza
Newark, 07102

Jeffrey Schotz

Newmark Knight Frank
www.nmrk.com

973,000

12 | 12

Celgene Campus | 1936

556 Morris Ave.
Summit, 07901

NA

NA

899,316

13 | 24

Harborside 3 | 1928

210 Hudson St.
Jersey City, 07311

Mark Ravesloot

CBRE
www.cbre.com

891,000

14 | 13

Ericsson Inc. | 1969

1 Ericsson Drive
Piscataway, 08854

Julie Christiano

Edgewood Properties
www.edgewoodproperties.com

885,608

15 | 14

AT&T Building | 1999

1 AT&T Way
Bedminster, 07921

NA

NA

879,000

16 | 15

Newport Office Center IV | 2001

545 Washington Blvd.
Jersey City, 07310

Robert Lowe

Cushman & Wakefield
www.cushwake.com

866,706

17 | 16

Exxon R&D Center | 1983

1545 Route 22 E.
Annandale, 08801

Bill Farrell

Exxon Mobil Corp.
www.exxonmobil.com

850,000

18 | 17

Becton, Dickinson & Co. | 1986

1 Becton Drive
Franklin Lakes, 07417

NA

NA

838,000

19 | 18

Newport Office Center V | 2002

575 Washington Blvd.
Jersey City, 07310

NA

NA

807,091

20 | NR

Richard J. Hughes Justice Complex | 1982

25 Market St.
Trenton, 08611

NA

NA

804,816

21 | 19

AT&T Information Systems - Bldg. A | 1999

200 Laurel Ave.
Middletown, 07748

NA

NA

800,000

22 | 20

Two Gateway | 1972

2 Gateway Center
Newark, 07102

Blake Goodman

JLL
www.jll.com

798,186

23 | 31

Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield | 1992

3 Penn Plaza E.
Newark, 07105

Robert Bull

JLL
www.jll.com

789,232

24 | 21

Harborside 2 | 1930

200 Hudson St.
Jersey City, 07311

Mark Ravesloot

CBRE
www.cbre.com

761,200

25 | NR

Virtua Health & Wellness Center | 2012

200 Bowman Drive
Voorhees, 08043

Ryan Lewis

Welltower Inc.
welltower.com

755,385

Source: CoStar Group Inc. NA: Not Available. NR: Not Ranked. There is no charge to be included in NJBIZ lists. We assume that information provided by representatives is accurate and truthful. We are not responsible for the omission of organizations that do not respond
to our requests for information. Information received after press deadline cannot be included. If you wish to be included in future lists visit www.njbiz.com/lists and click on "Complete Survey" or e-mail lists@njbiz.com. The list, or any parts of them, cannot be
reproduced without written permission from NJBIZ. For more information on NJBIZ, please visit www.njbiz.com.
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NJBIZ
EXECUTIVE
MOVES
Announce your new hires or promotions to the elite audience of NJBIZ in print and online!
Graham to lead Assurance Practice for Friedman in North Jersey
Robert Graham was appointed partner in charge
of Friedman LLP’s Assurance Practice in the firm’s
northern New Jersey location.
Graham has earned a reputation as a dedicated
partner and a hands-on manager who always demonstrates a “firm-first” mentality. Recognized years
ago as one of Friedman’s youngest future leaders,
he was named partner at an accelerated rate thanks

Mazars names trio of partners in NJ

to his leadership skills and ability to address virtually any client opportunity or concern.
Six years ago, Graham saw a need in the cryptocurrency space and has since helped establish
Friedman as one of the premier accounting providers in the sector. The Digital Currency Practice
he leads has been one of the firm’s fastest growing
practice groups.

Friedman names Fellon tax partner in charge for East Hanover oﬃce
Friedman LLP announced Jo Anna M. Fellon was
appointed tax partner in charge of the firm’s East
Hanover office.
Fellon has earned a reputation as a dedicated
partner with an approach based on mutual trust,
understanding and exceptional service.
Throughout her career, she has contributed
to countless tax, philanthropic gifting and wealth
transfer strategies, helped her clients explore al-

NJBIZ’s feature, Executive Moves, oﬀers your
company the perfect opportunity to showcase new
hires and promotions to the elite executive business
community.

ternative investments and assisted in restructuring
family offices to increase their efficiency.
"Jo Anna is a born leader. As champion of our
Private Client Services practice, she carries huge
responsibilities for both the development and management of the niche and offers clients in-depth tax
knowledge," Friedman Co-Managing Partner Harriet Greenberg said.

HOW TO SUBMIT
Visit NJBIZ.com and select “Executive Moves” at the top of the page.
You will be asked to provide your mover’s full name and title with a
description
of responsibilities; your company name, location and industry;
and a high-resolution photograph.
Questions? Contact lists@njbiz.com.

Mazars, a leading audit, tax, and advisory firm in the U.S., announced
that effective Sept. 1, 2021, Rachel Efthemes, Benjamin Hutterer and
Stephen Saluccio of the Mazars New Jersey office were named partners.
Efthemes has been with Mazars for 11 years. She has significantly
contributed to building future leaders of the firm through staff recruiting and the training and development of tax department personnel. And she has generated substantial additional revenue through
effective client outreach, is currently building a firmwide program
that will better support a culture of business development at all levels. Efthemes delivers specialized personal income tax planning and
consulting services to high net-worth individuals and their families.
Hutterer joined Mazars directly from college and has been with
the firm for over a decade. He believes in the importance of teaching other professionals, and has significantly contributed to various
areas of the firm’s training curriculum. Hutterer was part of the firm’s
ATLAS audit platform implementation team, a significant global enhancement to Mazars engagement technology.
He focuses on delivering audits of employee benefit plans, including
defined contribution plans, defined benefit plans, employee stock ownership plans and public filings. He is also involved in teaching continuing
professional education within the firm’s Employee Benefit Plans Practice.
Saluccio has built his career at Mazars over the past 14 years. His
commitment to talent development has ensured top quality service,
increasing the number of the firm’s international clients in manufacturing and distribution and creating a foundation for long-term relationships. He provides accounting, audit, tax, and advisory services
to clients in the M&D segment, including the food and beverage and
consumer product sectors.

MANUFACTURING
October 26, 2021 | 1:00 - 2:30 pm. (EDT) | Panel Discussion
Join NJBIZ and our panel of experts as they discuss the
following topics of Manufacturing:
• Dealing with supply chain and inventory issues
• Overcoming a shortage of skilled workers
• Maintaining defenses against cyber criminals
• Taking advantage of the Internet of Things
• Using robotics and automation efficiently and profitably
• And much more!

Moderator:
John Kennedy, CEO, New Jersey Manufacturing
Extension Program
Panelists:
Gillian Bleimann, CEO Whole Herb, EVP Berje
Alisha Jernack, CPA, Mazars
Mark Howe, VP of Sales & Marketing, The Knotts Company

To register, visit njbiz.com/events

SPONSORS

For more information, please contact Allison Morgart at 732-246-5737 or amorgart@njbiz.com
For sponsorship opportunities, please contact AnnMarie Karczmit at 732-246-5717 or akarczmit@njbiz.com
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TOWARD GREATER AWARENESS
How empathy for the disabled can boost your bottom line
BY BRIAN FITZGERALD

C
Globally, the pandemic
has increased the
unemployment rate
among people with
disabilities to 12.6%

www.njbiz.com

OVID-19 has taken a toll on employment in New
Jersey and nationwide, and nowhere more so than
on people with disabilities. According to the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, fewer people with disabilities in
the U.S. were employed in 2020, with a total employment
rate of 17.9%, down from 19.3% in 2019. Globally, the pandemic has increased the unemployment rate among people
with disabilities to 12.6%, the highest rate in seven years.
And, compared to the U.S. general population, since March
2021, one in five workers with disabilities have been dismissed from employment vs. one in seven from the general
population.
October is National Disability Employment Awareness
Month and a good time to shine a light on the magnitude of
the problem and what employers can do to turn it around.
A survey by the National Organization on Disability
shows that returning to work after being terminated or laid
off is disproportionally challenging for people with disabilities. Besides the chronic stigma associated with hiring people with disabilities, the group maintains that many
organizations lack disability-inclusive cultures with few
accommodations or training for employers to effectively
onboard new employees. One significant barrier is that too
many employers don’t know about the positive impact people with disabilities can have on the workplace.
To aid organizations in hiring and retaining more people with disabilities, Easterseals New Jersey is taking the
lead with an inclusive hiring guide that offers practical strategies for employers to use in their hiring practices. It also
presents some compelling reasons why companies benefit
from doing so. Here are just a few:

•

Increased revenues and profitability. Studies from
The American Association of People with Disabilities
(AAPD) and its partners show that inclusive companies
see 28% higher revenues, double the net income, and
30% higher profit margins.

•

Less turnover. Numerous studies show that people
with disabilities have a lower turnover rate than other
employees. It’s a given that it takes significantly more
time and money to find a new employee than to keep
an existing one, so this is an easy way to achieve that
benefit.

•

Reduced absenteeism. People in this group tend to
have higher rates of attendance versus other workers.

•

Positive culture. Hiring diverse populations can bring
new perspectives and creativity to your team. It can
also help to cultivate an environment of empathy and
understanding.

•

Greater talent pool. There are significantly more people with disabilities who are unemployed today compared with the general population, offering employers
a wealth of talent that might otherwise be ignored.

The world we live and work in has changed immeasurably
since the start of the pandemic. Let’s use these shifts to right
wrongs that have been present for decades and give people with
disabilities the same chance to earn a living as any one else. Let’s
get rid of the misperceptions and stigma surrounding people
with disabilities and look at the benefits that they bring to their
jobs. It’s the right thing to do and it’s the right thing for your business. Easterseals New Jersey is here to show you how.
Brian Fitzgerald is president and chief executive officer
of Easterseals New Jersey.
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Are you a past NJBIZ honoree/winner/finalist?

Join the Winners Circle.
NJBIZ’s Winners Circle is a special online publication featuring past
Award and Power List honorees, winners and finalists showcasing
their accomplishments since receiving their recognition. To
participate, we ask that you complete a simple questionnaire updating
us on “where you are now.” Our editors will utilize this information to
create your custom profile in this special publication.

Benefits of participating include:
• Your profile will be featured in our NJBIZ Winners Circle online
publication that will be shared with our over 60,000 subscribers.
• The publication will be available on NJBIZ.com for 12 months.
• Excellent opportunity to update your connections on what you
have been up to and what you are looking to do next.
• And much more!

Reserve your spot by November 1st and save $75!
Use the promo code CIRCLE.
https://njbiz.news/Winners

PUBLICATION DATE:
December 15, 2021
For more information, contact events@njbiz.com.
For sponsorship opportunities, contact kkiczales@njbiz.com.

